
SUBMISSION NO. 003 
 
 
Wednesday 19 October 2016 
 
The Chair 
Trading Hours Review Reference Group 
c/o- Office of Industrial Relations 
PO Box 69 
Brisbane  QLD  4011 
tradinghoursreview@justice.qld.gov.au 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
RE:  Submission for the Review of Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 1990 
 
Please include for consideration the following submission for the Review of Trading (Allowable 
Hours) Act 1990. 
 

I believe Queensland should adopt the approach found in New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania 
and implement substantial deregulation of shop trading hours where there is minimal regulation of 
shopping hours other than restricted trading days on certain public holidays, state-wide.  I believe 
regulations should apply only to the Australia Day, ANZAC day, and Queen’s Birthday public holidays 
as these are days of national (not religious) importance. 
 

I have lived in Queensland since aged 5, a total of 30 years.  Over the last 10 years I have made many 
trips to New South Wales, Victoria, and Canberra to visit family and friends.  During these trips I have 
been in awe at the high level of convenience available to the public with regards to shopping hours.  
I consider the current regulation of shopping hours in Queensland to be restrictive on shopper 
convenience, overly complex, and outdated. 
 

The relatively recent addition of a 24 hour Woolworths supermarket located on Federal land near 
Brisbane Airport is a fantastic welcome addition to south-east Queensland.  I have utilized this store 
many times when other supermarkets have ceased trading, despite the additional distance from my 
home. 
 

I believe implementing this substantial deregulation of shop trading hours would remove “red-tape” 
and give shop operators the freedom to choose trading hours are most profitable to their business, 
whilst respecting days of national importance.  It would be a very simple system, and provide 
travellers within Queensland the security of extended shopping hours not dependent on 
geographical location. 
 

I have worked part time in hospitality/retail for 10 years.  During this time I and many other workers 
preferred the flexible working hours and benefits it can provide for family and/or study 
commitments, etc.  Many times I welcomed the opportunity to work hospitality hours which are 
currently not available to shop workers. 
 

Queensland should implement substantial deregulation of shop trading hours where there is 
minimal regulation of shopping hours other than restricted trading days on certain public holidays, 
state-wide.  This would be a simple regulation benefiting Queenlanders and travellers by providing 
enhanced shopper convenience, increased freedom to shop operators, and greater flexibility for 
workers. 
 

I trust you will consider this submission valuable in the Review of Trading (Allowable Hours) Act 
1990. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Mr Peter Lang 
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